HOUSE AMENDMENTS TO
HOUSE BILL 2625
By COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
March 11

Delete lines 4 through 6 of the printed bill and insert:

"SECTION 1. (1) The Department of State Police shall conduct a study to determine how to increase and improve state criminal justice protective, responsive and investigative resources and systems for reporting, identification, investigation and rapid response to future and past cases of missing and murdered Native American women in this state, including cases involving Indian country."

In line 11, delete “and investigation of missing” and insert “, investigation and rapid response to future and past cases of missing and murdered”.

In line 14, delete “and investigation of missing” and insert “, investigation and rapid response to future and past cases of missing and murdered”.

After line 18, insert:

“(4) As used in this section, ‘Native American women’ includes Alaska Native women.”.
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